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Abstract

We present a new approach to exoplanet characterisation using tech-

niques from complexity science, with potential applications to biosig-

nature detection. This agnostic method makes use of the temporal

variability of light reflected or emitted from a planet. We use a tech-

nique known as epsilon machine reconstruction to compute the statistical

complexity, a measure of the minimal model size for time series data.

We demonstrate that statistical complexity is an effective measure of

the complexity of planetary features. Increasing levels of qualitative

planetary complexity correlate with increases in statistical complexity

and Shannon entropy, demonstrating that our approach can identify

planets with the richest dynamics. We also compare Earth time series

with Jupiter data, and find that for the three wavelengths consid-

ered, Earth’s average complexity and entropy rate are approximately
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50% and 43% higher than Jupiter’s, respectively. The majority of

schemes for the detection of extraterrestrial life rely upon biochemical

signatures and planetary context. However, it is increasingly recog-

nised that extraterrestrial life could be very different to life on Earth.

Under the hypothesis that there is a correlation between the pres-

ence of a biosphere and observable planetary complexity, our technique

offers an agnostic and quantitative method for the measurement thereof.

Keywords: Complexity, Exoplanet, Epsilon machine, Agnostic Biosignatures

Introduction

Detecting extraterrestrial life is the superlative aspiration of astrobiology.
Endeavors in this field have sought unambiguous molecular or chemical sig-
nals that could positively identify a second biosphere beyond Earth. However,
many such chemical fingerprints rely upon a degree of similarity between alien
biochemistry and terran biochemistry, and most require additional contextual
information [e.g., 1, 2]. We cannot ignore the strong possibility that alien life
may be chemically and materially different from life as we know it [3], and this
has led some researchers to consider alternative and agnostic biosignatures [4–
11]. Here we present the first step towards a new and agnostic approach based
on information theory and complexity science. The basic concept is to use the
measured complexity of signals from an exoplanet as a proxy for the complex-
ity of the physical processes occurring on that planet, potentially including
the presence of a biosphere. To this end, we present a foundational study that
uses data from the Deep Space Climate Observatory (DSCOVR) [12] to assess
how the complexity of Earth changes as its surface and atmospheric features
are simplified and reduced. We find that the metric known as statistical com-
plexity can indeed quantify planetary differences, and when combined with
the Shannon entropy rate, a clear trend of increasing values with increasing
planetary complexity is revealed.

The practical situation that we are targeting is the acquisition of multi-
wavelength time series reflectance data from exoplanets that have no spatial
element (time series from multiple wavelength channels). Our recent papers
have addressed ways in which such non-spatial information could be used to
infer orbital, rotational, surface, atmospheric, and even spatial details about
a distant exoplanet [13–15]. Simultaneously, many authors in the agnostic
biosignature realm are embracing the fact that extraterrestrial life may be
compositionally different to terrestrial life. Hence there is a pressing need for
biosignature frameworks that are minimally Earth-biased, which is a deeply
challenging philosophical endeavor. These agnostic approaches are focusing
particularly on a) the complexity of molecular components [4, 5, 9] and b)
the complexity of chemical reaction networks [10, 11]. Such frameworks are
motivated by the observation that the primary distinguishing feature of life



from non-life is the fact that living systems make use of information to direct
the operation of complex chemical and physical processes [16–21]. Hence, the
more complex and perhaps the further from equilibrium a molecule or reaction
network is, the more likely it is that it derived from a biotic process.

In conceiving the present work, we considered whether it might be possi-
ble to use purely temporal data from an exoplanet to estimate its probability
of hosting a biosphere? Given the near universally-agreed upon association
between life and complexity, it is natural to consider whether the information
content and complexity of exoplanet signals (time series) can be measured, and
if so, do they correlate with the presence of life? We address this question by
making the first complexity measurements of planetary data. We used reduced
versions of the original Earth data to test whether qualitative decreases in com-
plexity are reflected in decreased quantitative complexity measures. We also
calculated complexity and entropy values for several Jupiter time series derived
from Cassini data. For all three wavelengths analyzed, Earth’s complexity and
entropy values were higher than those for Jupiter.

The technique that was used for measuring time series complexity is known
as epsilon machine reconstruction (EMR), which computes various properties,
the most important being the statistical complexity and Shannon entropy rate.
A brief introduction to this technique and its history are given in Methods:
Measuring Complexity, and an example epsilon machine is shown in Figure 3.
The approach that we took to measuring the complexity of planetary systems is
described in Methods: The Complexity of Planets. Technical details regarding
the processing of planetary time series and their application within the EMR
framework are given in Methods: Input Data and Processing and Figure 4.

Results

The complexity analysis proved to be an effective discriminator of different sur-
face types. In particular, there were quantitative distinctions between cloudy
vs cloudless synthetic Earths, and Earths with two or more surface types vs
those with a single surface type. Detailed results and the various dependen-
cies of complexity upon wavelength and planetary features are described in
hey highlight the potential power of computational mechanics and EMR to
agnostically analyze signals from distant planets.

However, there are various sources of noise and wavelength dependencies
that could complicate the interpretation of such assessments. A more com-
prehensive approach would be to analyse all wavelengths simultaneously, and
indeed computational mechanics offers approaches for multi-variate datasets,
as well as for continuously-valued data [22, 23, 64]. Additionally, while statisti-
cal complexity quantifies the size of the minimal predictive model of a process,
the Shannon entropy rate quantifies the degree of randomness in the process,
or the rate at which ‘surprise’ is generated [24].
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It is generally agreed that the computational capacity of a physical system
depends upon both of these aspects: dynamical richness, as well as the gener-
ation of surprise (randomness). Note that curves of statistical complexity vs
entropy exhibit maxima at phase transitions in systems such as the Ising model
and the period doubling route to chaos [25, 26]. This has led to the suggestion
that the computational capacity of a system is maximised at such transitions,
as well as the idea that life exists at, and gravitates towards ‘the edge of chaos’
[27–29]. Note however, that it has since been recognised that there is no uni-
versal curve shape or scaling behavior for complexity-entropy diagrams [see
page 22 of 25, for details]. Although certain classes of complex systems seem
to exhibit a characteristic peak in complexity at intermediate entropy values,
a rich diversity of other complexity-entropy behaviors have been revealed in
recent decades [26].

Turning these insights to the case of planetary data analysis, we calcu-
lated the Shannon entropy rate for all the time series presented in e used the
occurrence frequencies of the discrete reflectance values as probabilities, and
employed the standard expression: H [X ] = −Σn

i=1p(xi) log p(xi), where H [X ]
is the Shannon entropy of the variable X . We then averaged across the ten
wavelength bands. The results are shown in Figure 1, which highlights the
potential power of the complexity-based approach for exoplanet signal analysis.

The wavelength-averaged results show that on the complexity-entropy
plane, despite intrinsic noise and data sampling issues, there are groupings
along a monotonic slope of increasing complexity and entropy. In the lower left
corner of the plane are the simplest synthetic Earths (cloudless, mono-surface
worlds), and on the opposite corner the most qualitatively and quantitatively
complex (the original data for the unaltered Earth). Within the cloudy worlds,
there is a relatively small distinction between the mono-surface and multi-
surface groups, but it is encouraging to see such a distinction in the presence
of the obscuring effect of clouds.

The Case of Jupiter vs. Earth

In addition to assessing the relationship between planetary features and time
series complexity, a key goal of this study was to explore the methodology’s
potential for distinguishing living from non-living planets. A primary candi-
date for such a comparison is the gas giant Jupiter, generally assumed to
be sterile and known for its complex atmosphere that exhibits both periodic
and stochastic features (though the atmosphere has a relatively low level of
chemical disequilibrium).

Jupiter has long been a focus of astronomers and has been imaged by many
instruments. For the following comparison, we used data from the Cassini
mission, which took images of Jupiter over a period of approximately 44
Earth days (∼ 107 Jupiter days). The reflectance images were resolved in nine
wavelength channels, three of which were sufficiently close to channels in the
Earth data for a comparison: 1) 443nm (Earth) and 450.9nm (Jupiter), 2)
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551nm (Earth) and 568.2nm (Jupiter), and 3) 764nm (Earth) and 750.5nm
(Jupiter). The shortest wavelength time series for Earth and Jupiter are shown
in Figure 5.

Following processing (described in Methods: Jupiter Data Processing), we
performed EMR on the time series corresponding to the wavelengths given
above, for a range of kernel width parameter values k (see r details on the ker-
nel width parameter, and Figure 6 for the complete set of results). Figure 2
shows the Earth and Jupiter complexities when averaged over the full range of
k values, plotted as a function of the Shannon entropy rates of the respective
time series. For each wavelength considered, Earth exhibits a higher complex-
ity and entropy, by ∼ 1.25bits for complexity, and ∼ 1bit for entropy (though
this varies with wavelength). It is possible that the lower image resolution of
the Cassini data impacts the information content of the Jupiter data, there-
fore future work will attempt to perform this analysis using higher resolution
images from the Planetary Virtual Observatory and Laboratory: http://pvol2.
ehu.eus/pvol2/

Despite the challenges of data acquisition and processing, the above results
suggest that Earth’s planetary complexity is higher than that of Jupiter.
Deducing the causal influences that produce this difference (atmospheric prop-
erties, the presence of a biosphere, etc.) is a significantly deeper question that is
discussed below, and will be addressed by future studies. However, the present
results are at least consistent with the hypothesis that planetary complexity
correlates with the presence of life.

Discussion

Future missions will continue to survey a diverse range of exoplanets, and time-
resolved data will be an important component of these observations. While
spectral and chemical biosignature approaches continue to develop, our pro-
posed complementary approach makes no assumptions about the molecular
details of putative alien biospheres, and instead prioritises information con-
tent and complexity. These properties are potentially general and abstract,
and could mitigate the risk of missing alien life hiding in plain sight [3].

Our methodology could also serve as a false positive or negative filtering
stage in a larger exoplanet assessment scheme. Such a scheme could rank plan-
ets in terms of whether they warrant further investigation, most likely using
Bayesian inference [see 1, 11, 30, for recent Bayesian approaches to biosigna-
ture estimation]. For example, imagine that oxygen is detected in a planetary
atmosphere and the discovery claimed to be indicative of a biosphere. If the
planet exhibits a low complexity and low entropy, we might question whether
the oxygen is from a biotic source, or a byproduct of a geochemical process,
since life is not just distinguished by what it produces or is made from, but
by what it does. Conversely, an observed exoplanet might exhibit no spectral
or chemical features associated with life as we know it, but may show a high
complexity. In this case, the planet might be worthy of further study because
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the high complexity would suggest a high computational capacity and physical
richness. Computation and information processing are characteristic hallmarks
of life that are likely to be universal, even if the molecular constituents of life
vary [3, 16–21].

In order to explore potential false positives, we performed an additional
test by adding uniformly distributed noise to the data. The results, presented
in howed a decreasing complexity trend as a function of noise level. As the
noise infiltration tended to 100%, the complexity and entropy values almost
converged, implying that the epsilon machines were tending towards compact
random number generators with similar distributions to the input data. The
complexity signal degraded slowly up to a noise level of ∼ 10%, and thereafter
decreased more rapidly with noise level. Thus, we can estimate that a signal-
to-noise ratio of ∼ 10 might be sufficient to retain the relevant signals that
produce high complexities.

Let us now consider false negatives; might we observe a planet with low
complexity that in fact fosters a biosphere? One such candidate that has been
widely studied is a tidally-locked exoplanet, whose rotation period and orbital
period are synchronised. Modeling studies suggest that these planets might
have clouds that are locked to the sub-solar region and sub-solar to anti-solar
circulations [31]. Their light curves might therefore exhibit low complexity.

One can also imagine simpler biospheres than ours, perhaps comprised
only of simple, single-celled organisms, perhaps evolving or metabolising very
slowly, deep below the surface. While this is a compelling possibility, the
chances of detecting such a biosphere from remote measurements of any kind
seem slim. If a biosphere interacts only weakly with its environment, and if
the fluxes of matter and energy through it are relatively low, its presence
would probably remain hidden from chemical or spectral analyses. From a
great distance we would observe what appears to be a sterile world.

Our analysis showed a monotonic increase of complexity and entropy with
more complex synthetic Earths. However, given that EMR can detect simple
random processes, we can consider whether other regions of the complexity-
entropy plane of Figure 1 could be occupied by different classes of planets (as
suggested by the comparisons in The Case of Jupiter vs. Earth, given that those
results trace out a curve of slightly lower complexities than those in Figure 1).
New endeavors currently underway by our group are using exoplanet General
Circulation Models to generate a broad range of exoplanet data. This will
allow us to explore other regimes of the complexity-entropy plane, where the
statistical complexity might be high, but the entropy low, for example. This
might be the case for planets with complex but predictable surface features
(e.g., a cloudless world with a very complicated surface). Conversely, there
could be chaotic, cloud-covered worlds that exhibit almost no detectable and
reproducible structure, but only stochastic features.

If one were to observe Earth from a great distance, it would be extremely
difficult to directly image explicit signatures of the biosphere. In the present
work, the features contributing to Earth’s measured complexity are arguably
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abiotic (e.g., clouds). Hence, it could be suggested that we have in fact dis-
criminated a fast-rotating planet, with a quasi-axisymmetric (zonal) general
circulation (Jupiter) and cloud fields, from a more slowly rotating planet
(Earth) with a less axisymmetric circulation (high index flow) and correspond-
ing cloud fields. Bearing this in mind, the key question becomes the degree
to which the correlation between complexity and the presence of a biosphere
represents a causal link (the extent to which the Earth’s biosphere causes the
measurable complexity in its remotely-observable abiotic features). Although
it might appear that Earth’s most complex features are abiotic, they are all
strongly and inextricably linked to the biosphere, with which they have been
co-evolving for billions of years. We contend that life is in fact a ‘planetary phe-
nomenon’ [see detailed discussion of this concept in 32]. It seems highly unlikely
that the removal or absence of life would leave the main abiotic features
of Earth trivially unchanged. It seems more likely that the climate system,
oceans and lithosphere would adopt very different compositions, dynamical
regimes and appearance, given that the planet is not just the linear sum of its
components.

The idea of life as a planetary phenomenon (something that happens ‘to’
a planet rather than ‘on’ a planet) is underscored by contemporary modelling
studies of planet-biosphere coevolution and the Gaian bottleneck concept [33–
36]. Such studies do not suggest that the Earth can be considered as a giant,
single organism, but rather that selective forces at ecosystem and larger scales
can favor collectives of organisms that enhance rather than degrade favorable
environmental conditions. They also suggest that sustaining a biosphere in the
long term may depend upon passing through a Gaian Bottleneck: a threshold
level of environmental regulation by a biosphere that must be attained in order
to prevent the planet from falling into an attractor state that is inhospitable
to life.

Hence, it is possible that out of the space of viable states for a planet, those
that are favorable to life occupy a relatively small volume, and there is no a

priori reason to think that such small volumes are intrinsically dynamically
attractive. Therefore, active regulation on the part of a biosphere might be
necessary to keep a planet within this special sub-volume of its phase space.
The mechanistic details of such regulation would likely include alterations
of atmospheric composition [37], which impacts weathering [38], atmospheric
pressure [39], and surface albedo [40, 41].

We cannot of course rule out the possibility that a sterile world or an
equivalent non-living Earth would produce similar or higher complexity values
than the actual Earth, and indeed such a result would imply that the utility of
our approach lies in quantitatively assessing planetary complexity (not includ-
ing the detection of biosignatures). However, until we can faithfully simulate
a sterile Earth, the question of the separability of the biosphere and Earth’s
abiotic features remains open. In the present work we have presented a cor-

relation between planetary complexity and life, and look forward to future



studies that can deduce the degree of causal power that flows from the bio-
sphere to Earth’s remotely-observable abiotic features, or whether non-living
planets can exhibit similar or higher complexity.

A natural question that arises from our study is the required observa-
tion time to make reasonable measurements of complexity. Intuitively, longer
observation times are desirable, and reasonable measurements would likely
require monthly or longer periods of measurement, but this of course would
vary with the rotational and orbital period of the target exoplanet. However,
our data length sensitivity analysis in ows that significant reductions in time
series length do not impact the results. Hence our preliminary estimate is that
observations in excess of several local months might be sufficient to estimate
a planet’s complexity.

It is also possible that biospheres more evolved than our own could exhibit
even faster dynamics. If we consider the recent trends in information trans-
fer, prediction, and planetary scale changes in the Anthropocene, it seems
conceivable that the evolution of complexity is associated with a shortening
of characteristic time scales [42]. This appears to emerge from the enhanced
learning rate of the biosphere that leads to a greater degree of environmental
exploitation, which in turn causes faster perturbations (e.g., climate change),
requiring even faster learning. These are fascinating open questions that we
can only speculate upon until more instances of life are discovered.

The nature and measurement of complexity remain open philosophical
issues and EMR is one approach among many. Therefore, we compared our
results to another ranking based on Zip compressibility. Overall, Zip compress-
ibility provided weaker distinctions between the synthetic Earth types than
EMR (see r details). Echoing the epsilon machine results, Earth exhibited a
higher Zip complexity than Jupiter for all three wavelengths considered.

Beyond EMR and Zip compressibility, there are a range of other met-
rics that could provide similar or superior distinguishing power, including set
complexity [43], multi-variate (multi-wavelength in this context) statistical
complexity [23, 44, 64], the complexity of the principal components of the data,
or automated reconstructions of differential equation sets [22]. The present
work represents a foundational starting point, an example of how statistical
complexity can be used to distinguish levels of qualitative planetary complex-
ity, along with a first test case in which Earth’s complexity is greater than
that of a sterile world. The basic idea of this paper can be extended, devel-
oped, tested, scrutinised and discussed, and we hope that from this discourse
will emerge evolved and more powerful approaches.

Conclusions

We have presented an agnostic approach for exoplanet characterisation, based
on methods from information theory and complexity science. The epsilon
machine framework has brought insights into many enigmatic systems [e.g.,
45–49], and we believe that it can also be wielded to great effect in planetary
science.
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When combined with calculations of Shannon entropy rate, there is a clear
gradient in the linear sum of complexity and entropy, with increasing com-
plexity of planetary features. This ranking based upon the combination of
complexity and entropy is in line with expectations based on a qualitative sense
of complexity. The different synthetic Earth features can be grouped from sim-
plest to most complex into the following classes: a) cloudless, mono-surface, b)
cloudless, multi-surface, c) cloudy, mono-surface and d) cloudy, multi-surface.
Notwithstanding intrinsic noise and sampling issues, these groups form non-
overlapping regions, and are aligned in order of increasing complexity (both
qualitative and statistical). We also performed a first comparison of Earth’s
complexity with that of a non-living world: the gas giant Jupiter. We found
that peak and average values of complexity and entropy were higher for Earth,
consistent with the hypothesis that planetary complexity correlates with the
presence of life. This does not of course prove the hypothesis to be true; it is
still possible that data from other sterile worlds may exhibit similar or higher
complexities to Earth. As our research explores ensembles of data from exo-
planet simulations, we will be able to continue to test the hypothesis, and
further explore the various regions of the planetary complexity-entropy plane.

Although this work highlighted the significant role of clouds, our Jupiter-
Earth comparison also raises a deeper question: what features of Earth produce
its higher complexity to Jupiter? This is especially pertinent given that both
planets have complex cloud systems. Clearly, having ocean and a range of land
surfaces contributes to Earth’s complexity, and the diversity of land spatial
types is partly due to the presence of life (e.g., the various types of vegetation
surface with their characteristic spectra). It is also reasonable to suggest that
the cloud dynamics of Earth have been influenced by the biotic production of
various chemical species such as oxygen and methane, not to mention the sig-
nificant role that life plays in planetary-scale biogeochemical cycles. Deducing
the precise causal links between biological processes and remotely-observable
features such as clouds is a challenging endeavor, however we are confident
that modern approaches, such as causal discovery and Bayesian networks, may
shed light on this intriguing question.

Methods

Measuring Complexity

The idea of complexity has traditionally been difficult to formalise, but there is
a general consensus that the complexity of the living world has increased over
time, sometimes in dramatic ‘major transitions’ [50–52]. Under the assump-
tion that evolving life becomes more complex, the measurement of complexity
becomes a key challenge. In the context of the present work, this problem is
twofold: 1) How is complexity formally measured, and 2) How can we measure
the complexity of an exoplanet using remotely-detectable signals?

There have been numerous attempts to quantify complexity [e.g., 53–55],
and the most well-known is the metric due to Kolmogorov [56, 57]. However,



this measure essentially quantifies the degree of randomness in a string, and
there is no universal algorithm for its computation. In contrast, an epsilon
machine, described below, can represent simple random processes compactly,
i.e., a completely random process can be represented by an epsilon machine
with low complexity [see discussion in 25, for further details]. Simple deter-
ministic processes can also be represented compactly (with low complexity).
The advances that founded this approach began in the 1980s [58, 59]. These
endeavors were inspired by the basic question of how to most rationally con-
struct models of physical systems based on limited access to their internal
degrees of freedom. It was found that even simple projections of multi-variate
measurement time series can reveal information about the phase space struc-
ture of non-linear systems [58, 60]. Thanks to four decades of development,
the measurement of complexity for discrete time series is now possible through
rigorous, formal algorithms [see 25, and references therein]. These algorithms
take as input the time series being analyzed, and as output produce a mini-
mal, optimised model, capable of reproducing time series that are statistically
equivalent to the input time series. The size of such a model (specifically, the
information content of its state space distribution) produces a metric known
as statistical complexity (see Figure 3).

The models are known as epsilon machines, and they are designed to fulfill
several criteria: (i) the ability to reproduce the deterministic (reproducible)
features of the given time series, (ii) the ability to reproduce the stochastic
(non-reproducible) features of the given time series, (iii) the property of being
optimal predictors of the processes that produced the time series, and (iv) the
property of being the most compact or minimal machines for the task [25]. The
formal process described above is known as EMR, and the first algorithm for
its implementation was the causal state splitting reconstruction process [59],
and others have been created since [e.g., 61].

The Complexity of Planets

Given that computational mechanics provides an answer to the first question
raised in the previous section (the complexity of time series can be quantified
by the statistical complexity), we can now turn to the second question: How can
the complexity of an exoplanet be measured using remotely-detectable signals?
By extension from the association between life and complexity, we can propose
the following hypothesis: those planets exhibiting greatest complexity will have
the highest likelihood of fostering their own biospheres. Our single example of a
living planet will serve as the initial benchmark (every astrobiologist wishes the
set of living planets had more than one member). Negation of this hypothesis
would require the following characteristics to both be met by a planet: 1)
complete sterility (lack of a biosphere), and 2) a measured complexity that
was equal to or greater than that of Earth. However, even if such a negation
came to pass, our suggested approach would still retain considerable utility for
exoplanet analysis (see Discussion).



Intuitively, we would expect a broad spectrum of complexity levels for dif-
ferent planetary bodies. For example, the moon has very low complexity, since
it exhibits little change over time, few periodic or stochastic features that can
be observed (in time series measurements with no spatially-resolved informa-
tion), and almost certainly no life. However, the Sun and Jupiter, if viewed
simply by their outermost discernible features, are relatively complex. There
are coherent dissipative structures in both cases, periodic, repeating features,
as well as fluctuations and stochasticity. Finally, consider the only known liv-
ing planet, our home. Observing Earth from a distance, we see its atmosphere,
which exhibits many complex features over a broad range of timescales. These
features are intrinsically linked to the atmosphere, hydrosphere, and of course
the biosphere. Earth appears to be the most complex body in the solar sys-
tem, and its biosphere is a primary driver of this complexity [37, 38, 62, 63].
However, until now there has been no attempt to quantify this complexity so
that the aforementioned hypothesis (that Earth is the most complex body in
the solar system) can be tested.

Thus, if we could measure the complexity of solar system bodies via remote
measurements (assuming no spatial resolution, since this would be the case for
distant exoplanet measurements), would the Earth exhibit the highest com-
plexity? Development of the methodology presented here was motivated by this
overarching question. Using EMR as described above, we can take time series
observations from Earth and other planets, and objectively characterise them
in a way that makes no prior assumptions about composition or dynamics.
The resulting complexity measurements could then be used to assess plane-
tary complexity and potentially as a proxy for the likelihood of a biosphere.
We assume throughout that we only have access to non-spatial information,
but that we may have time series from multiple wavelength channels.

Input Data and Processing

Our previous work demonstrated that various planetary properties can be
extracted from multi-wavelength time series of reflected light from a planet
[13, 15]. These studies used Earth as a proxy exoplanet, by taking images from
the DSCOVR satellite and integrating over the planet’s disk to yield a single
pixel per image. This produced 10 time series, one for each of the reflected
light wavelength channels. Analysis of these 10 time series (henceforth called
the original time series) enabled discernment of several planetary properties
including orbital period, rotation period, land fraction and ocean fraction.
Surface information was found to be in the second principal component of
the time series variation, while clouds contributed the maximal variation (this
result was recapitulated in the complexity analysis: cloudy worlds were found
to have the highest complexities).

In this work, we make use of Earth images that are deconstructed and
reconstructed with respect to spatial types [see 14, for details of the process].
The spatial types are categorised as high cloud, low cloud, vegetation, desert,
and ocean. Representative spectra for each of these spatial types were used to



reconstruct Earth images in different combinations, allowing artificial reduc-
tions in the complexity of Earth’s surface. Each set of reconstructed Earth
images was disk-integrated to transform them to single pixels resolved in time
(time series analogous to those used in [13]). In this manner, we were able
to compare synthetic versions of Earth with different combinations of spatial
types.

Figure 4 shows the original time series from the DSCOVR data in panel
(a), and synthetic time series computed by replacing all image pixels with
characteristic spectra for desert, and disk-integrating to one pixel in panel (b).
As expected, the cloudless desert-world exhibits very little temporal variation.
The reason there is any variation at all (given the homogeneous surface in
this case) is the Sun-Earth distance change, and because the spectra have a
viewing geometry dependency.

In order to assess the complexity of such time series, they must be discre-
tised, since epsilon machines consist of a finite number of discrete states and
transitions [see 25, 59, 61, for further details on data requirements for EMR].
We adopted a simple normalisation procedure that uses the maximum and
minimum reflectances from each wavelength band across all spatial type recon-

structions: rnλ,s,t =
rλ,s,t−rλmin

rλmax−rλmin

, where rnλ,s,t is the normalised reflectance for

wavelength λ, spatial type reconstruction s and time t, rλ,s,t is the original
value, and rλmin

and rλmin
are the minimum and maximum reflectance values

for wavelength λ across all the different spatial type reconstructions. Note that
normalisation is not technically necessary the EMR algorithm is indifferent to
the numerical values of the input series). However, we normalise in this work
to ensure consistent comparisons and to aid visualisation.

It is essential to use data with a finite set of values for EMR, hence after
normalisation, the data values are discretised to a resolution of 40 levels (these
are relative reflectance levels). This resolution choice of 40 levels is a sim-
ple trade-off between representation of temporal features and computation
time required for EMR, hence higher resolutions could also be used (see r a
discretisation sensitivity analysis).

Figure 4 illustrates the normalisation and discretisation process for two spa-
tial compositions: the original dataset (top row), and a cloudless desert-world
version of Earth (bottom row), one of the least complex time series assessed.
The discrete time series can then be used as input for EMR. The ‘Timeseries’
algorithm of [61] was used for this task, with a kernel width parameter of
k = 2.5×10−4. This value provided the most effective numerical discrimination
in terms of complexity values, among those tested (see r a k value sensitivity
analysis).

Note that there are missing points in the DSCOVR dataset, leading to
uneven time spacing (the average sampling rate is bi-hourly and the dataset
covers a time period of one year). This will be addressed with appropriate
missing data methods in future analyses, and we anticipate that such upgrades
will lead to concomitant improvements in the results. However, for the present
work, the only extra pre-treatment conducted on the data was the replacement
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of three erroneous data points with their linearly interpolated counterparts.
The above processing steps produced time series that could be used as input
for the ‘Timeseries’ EMR code described in [61].

Jupiter Data Processing and Analysis

The Cassini images of Jupiter were disk-integrated to a single pixel as they were
for Earth, producing a set of nine time series (only three were close enough to
Earth time series wavelengths to be viable for comparison). These time series
had a coarser resolution and shorter duration than those for Earth, making it
necessary to shorten and resample the Earth series such that the two datasets
had identical resolution and length. We took the respective rotation periods
to be the elementary time units, and hence both sets of data were processed
to have the same number of local days (107 Earth days and 107 Jupiter days)
and the same number of data points (364). This was readily achieved through
interpolation for the higher resolution Earth data.

Figure 5 displays the two ∼ 445nm time series after normalisation and
discretisation. For this analysis, discretisation was performed with 80 levels,
due to the numerical separation between the two datasets (high reflectance
values for Jupiter and low values for Earth), and relatively narrow variation
of reflectance values.

We performed EMR on the six (three each for Earth and Jupiter) time
series described above for a range of kernel width parameter values. The
results are shown in Figure 6. Note that high values of k lead to a smoothing
effect and epsilon machines that tend to a size of 1 state (0 complexity). Low
values of k lead to over-fitting, wherein the algorithm struggles to find struc-
ture in fine-scale, stochastic features, and hence produces small, stochastic
epsilon machines. Intermediate k values produce the most effective distinc-
tions between the datasets, illustrated by the complexity peaks in Figure 6
for both Earth and Jupiter. The crucial result of Figure 6 is that for all three
wavelengths considered, Earth has higher peak and average complexities.
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Fig. 1 Statistical complexity as a function of Shannon entropy averaged across all
wavelength bands for the original and synthetic Earth data.
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Fig. 2 Average complexity of Earth and Jupiter as a function of Shannon entropy for the
three wavelength bands analysed.

Fig. 3 Epsilon machine example. A simple epsilon machine with a set of discrete states
(blue circles), a start state (double circle on the left), a set of state-to-state transitions
(orange arrows), and a set of measurement observables for each transition (green numbers).
Each transition has a certain probability of occurrence (not shown in the diagram). The
Shannon entropy measures the intrinsic randomness of the model (technically the state
probability-weighted information content of the transition probability distributions). The
statistical complexity measures the information content of the state space of the model.
Notation follows that of [25].



Fig. 4 Time series processing. Examples showing the pre-processing of time series in prepa-
ration for EMR. a) Original, unaltered time series from the 10 reflectance channels, b)
Original time series after normalisation and discretisation, c) Synthetic time series generated
by replacing all pixels with a characteristic desert spectrum, d) Normalised and discretised
versions of the series in (c).
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Fig. 5 Earth, Jupiter time series. Time series for Earth (blue, 443nm wavelength) and
Jupiter (red, 450.9nm wavelength) used for the complexity comparison.

Fig. 6 Earth, Jupiter complexity comparison. Statistical complexities of Earth and Jupiter
time series in three wavelength bands for a range of kernel width parameter values.



Supplementary Information
Contributions to Complexity from Planetary
Features

In this section we present the statistical complexity values computed for all
synthetic Earth types as a function of wavelength. Figure 7 illustrates the influ-
ence of clouds on statistical complexity, plotted as a function of wavelength.
The original (unaltered) data exhibits the highest complexities as expected,
followed by the ‘no high cloud’, ‘no low cloud’, and cloudless versions. Remov-
ing high clouds had little effect on complexity at longer wavelengths (overlap
between cyan and green curves). There is an anomalous result at 680nm, where
removal of high clouds from the ‘no low cloud’ version actually increased the
complexity. Note that at this wavelength, removing high clouds from the orig-
inal time series also caused a negligible decrease in complexity. Hence at these
intermediate wavelengths, the majority of the complexity decrease stemmed
from the removal of low clouds.

The results at 780nm are ambiguous, where the complexities of all four time
series are essentially equal. The distinctions are clearer at lower wavelengths
such as 443nm. In the UV we see that removal of high or low clouds causes a
similar reduction in complexity, and further cloud removal causes an additional
decrease.
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Fig. 7 Statistical complexity as a function of wavelength for the synthetic Earth time series
with modified clouds. The black, red, blue and green curves show values for the original, no
high cloud, no low cloud, and cloudless time series, respectively.

We now turn to the influence of the number of surface types for cloudy
synthetic Earths. Figure 8(a) shows statistical complexity as a function of
wavelength for cloudy systems with two surface types (solid green line: vege-
tation and ocean surface, solid yellow line: desert and ocean surface), and one



surface type (dashed green line: pure vegetation surface, dashed yellow line:
pure desert surface). We see that in the UV wavelengths, the analysis makes no
distinction between the two classes, which is likely due to ozone and Rayleigh
scattering obscuring any information from surface features. At longer wave-
lengths, the number of surface features does have an impact on complexity,
due to the lack of absorption in these bands (implying visibility in between
clouds), though at 688nm and 764nm, absorption by atmospheric O2 likely
obscures surface information.
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(a) Effect of number of surface types in the presence of clouds
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(b) Effect of number of surface types in the absence of clouds

Fig. 8 Statistical complexity as a function of wavelength for synthetic Earth time series.
a) Surface reconstructions in which clouds are left unaltered but surface types are varied, b)
Surface reconstructions in which clouds are removed and surface types are varied.

Figure 8(b) is similar to Figure 8(a), but for cloudless synthetic Earths. The
cyan dot-dash line corresponds to the original data but with all clouds removed,



the green dot-dash line corresponds to only vegetation and ocean, and the
yellow dot-dash line corresponds to a desert and ocean world. On average, these
cloudless, multi-surface worlds have a higher complexity than the second set,
the solid green, yellow and blue lines, corresponding to cloudless flora, desert
and ocean worlds, respectively. This is likely due to the large spatio-temporal
contrast in signal between land and ocean for the multi-surface scenarios.

Note that intuitively, one might expect the vegetation-dominated (flora)
worlds to exhibit higher complexities than similar abiotic versions such as a
desert world. However, when the synthetic Earths are recomposed, the relevant
surface image pixels are simply replaced by the respective typical spectra values
(such as that for vegetation). Therefore there are no seasonal cycles or other
biotic effects in the flora worlds, which are thus no more or less biological than
the other synthetic datasets.

Overall, the removal of clouds causes a marked decrease in complexity, in
line with expectation. The effects of cloud type changes were more noticeable
at shorter wavelengths. It is also clear that multi-surface worlds have greater
complexity than mono-surface worlds, with the discrimination being stronger
at longer wavelengths. This indicates a greater contrast between surface types
at longer wavelengths. The subtle wavelength-dependent effects are likely due
to absorption features (or lack thereof) due to O2 and ozone. Future work will
explain these effects with the help of radiative transfer models.

Parameter and Data size Sensitivity Analysis

The kernel width parameter k, is an important input to the epsilon machine
reconstruction code used in this work [61]. It essentially quantifies the size
of the time window over which the algorithm attempts to build a maximally
predictive model. Therefore, higher values tend to have a smoothing effect, and
eventually, at sufficiently high values of k, the resulting epsilon machine reduces
to a single state, single value machine. Thus, excessively high values tend
to cause over-smoothing and the algorithm mistakes signal for noise. At the
opposite extreme, very small values of k emphasise details at finer timescales.
The algorithm may thus mistake noise for data, and make spurious attempts to
find patterns in that noise. At excessively low k values the complexity begins
to decrease, since the algorithm will revert to simple, purely stochastic epsilon
machines as an attempt to match the fine-scale fluctuations.

In Figure 9(a) we plot the mean complexity and entropy values for a subset
of our time series at three different k values. The smaller k value results in
higher complexities in general, since the algorithm is attempting to fit finer
timescale features in the data. At the higher value of k = 5e−4, we see more of
a smoothing effect and smaller complexity values. In this case the algorithm is
prioritising features at coarser timescales. Despite these variations, it is clear
that the general trend shown in Main Text Fig. 5 is unaffected by a doubling or
halving of k, and our analysis found that k = 2.5e−4 makes the most effective
discriminations between the surface types. Note that the simplest synthetic



Earths, the cloudless monosurface versions, are essentially unaffected by the
choice of kernel width parameter. This is due to the fact that there is little to
no structure in those time series for the algorithm to detect, hence changes in
k have little impact on complexity.

All input time series also have to be discretised to a finite number of values.
Smaller discretisation bin sizes reduce coarse-graining of fine details but incur
a higher computational cost. The ideal choice of bin size is a simple trade-off
between retaining sufficient detail while allowing feasible computation times.
In Figure 9(b), the effect of bin size is illustrated for a subset of the time
series. As expected, a coarser discretisation (larger bin size) causes a reduction
in both entropy and complexity due to the averaging and smoothing effect
of larger bins. Using a finer resolution (smaller bin size) tends to increase
the entropy but has little effect on complexity. This suggests that our chosen
resolution of 40 discrete levels is sufficient to retain the primary features of the
time series, since a higher resolution seems to primarily increase the level of
stochasticity. As with varying k, it is clear that discretisation bin size does not
impact the general trend illustrated in Main Text Fig. 5. The final phase of our
sensitivity analysis compared time series that had been artificially shortened by
various fractions. This is a crucial consideration for future applications of our
methodology, since long term observations of planetary bodies is technically
challenging. We compared time series that had been reduced to a relative
length of 50%, 25%, and 12.5%, and the results are shown in Figure 10.

We see that the complexity and entropy values do not show significant
changes (reductions) until the data is reduced in length by at least 75%. This
suggests that the complexity of these time series is primarily contained within
stochastic, rather than reproducible, deterministic or long term features. This
can be understood given that the full time series are one year in length, and
hence do not contain annual cycles, but only contain diurnal and perhaps
other cycles. Since there are so many stochastic features in atmospheric and
planetary data such as those used here, most of the structure of the constructed
epsilon machines represents an attempt by the algorithm to capture those
stochastic features. The ability to find structure in stochastic data (where
human eyes might just see noise) is an important ability of EMR.

Signal-Noise Sensitivity Analysis

Although our original data contains both intrinsic (natural) and systematic
(measurement) noise, it is also important to understand how the time series
complexity and entropy values change as the original signal becomes increas-
ingly corrupted. We can readily decrease the signal-to-noise ratio by artificially
replacing data points with uniformly distributed (across the unit interval [0, 1])
random values. We introduce the continuously-valued noise after normalisa-
tion but before discretisation. We performed such a noise sensitivity study on
the ‘Original’ Earth time series and the results are shown in Figure 11.
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(a) Effect of kernel width parameter on statistical complexity
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(b) Effect of discretisation bin size on statistical complexity and entropy

Fig. 9 Statistical complexity as a function of Shannon entropy for three values of a) the
kernel width parameter k, and b) the discretisation bin size.

We see that that increasing noise fractions gradually degrade the signal and
the complexity decreases, while the entropy increases. The EMR algorithm is
unable to find structure at higher noise levels and hence the resulting epsilon
machines reduce to simple random number generators with distributions that
converge towards the distribution of the data (this is why the complexity and
entropy converge as the noise fraction tends to 100%). It is likely that a slight
change (probably an increase) in kernel width parameter would yield exact
convergence between complexity and entropy values at the 100% noise level.
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Fig. 10 Statistical complexity as a function of Shannon entropy for a subset of synthetic
worlds with reduced data lengths.
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Fig. 11 Effect of increasing levels of artificial noise on the complexity and entropy of the
‘Original’ Earth time series.

An Alternative Metric based on the Zip
Algorithm

We have presented a complexity analysis based on Epsilon Machine Recon-
struction (EMR), but this is one among many such metrics, and measuring
complexity is still far from being a settled mathematical formalism. Most com-
plexity metrics tend to be somewhat specific, designed for a certain field or
set of applications. In contrast, EMR can be applied to a range of data types,



even continuously-varied, multi-variate datasets [22, 23, 44, 64] (we are cur-
rently employing such frontier techniques to further advance the methodology
presented here). One can still ask whether other measures might give similar
results to EMR. As mentioned previously, Kolmogorov complexity is essen-
tially a measure of randomness and hence compressibility, but does not have a
universal method of computation. A much more common tool is the zip algo-
rithm, used countless times every day for reducing the sizes of files without
information loss. This robust algorithm can be used to measure how repetitive
or compressible a volume of data is. In the realm of computer science, this
notion of minimum description length is directly associated with complexity,
which has led to the use of the zip algorithm as a metric thereof [65]. In order
to compare this alternative approach, we zip-compressed all the raw data files
used in our analysis, and compared the resulting file sizes. The results are
shown in Table 1.

Zip rank Synthetic Earth type File size [kB]
1 Original 167
2 Desert, ocean, cloud 165
=3 No high cloud 164
=3 No low cloud 164
=3 Flora, ocean, cloud 164
=6 Desert, ocean, no cloud 163
=6 Ocean, cloud 163
=8 No cloud 162
=8 Flora, cloud 162
9 Desert, cloud 160
10 Flora, ocean, no cloud 159
=11 Desert, no cloud 136
=11 Flora, no cloud 136
12 Ocean, no cloud 128

Table 1 Alternative ranking based on zip compressibility. Synthetic Earth types are
ranked in order of decreasing zip-compressed file size.

We can compare this ranking to the entropy values shown in Main Text Fig.
5, since both are measures of randomness. Although the zip algorithm ranks
are approximately similar to the EMR approach, two thirds of the synthetic
Earth types lie within ∼ 0.6% of one another, in terms of zip file size. Hence
this approach does not provide a strong numerical discriminator of the surface
recompositions.

We can also apply this approach to the Jupiter-Earth comparison. The
compressed file sizes are shown in rank order in Table 2. As with statistical
complexity, Earth ranks higher overall.

In general, the power of EMR, and the reason we used it as the basis
of our approach is that it correctly characterises stochastic noise as random
but simple (low statistical complexity), whereas most compressibility-based
approaches assign high complexities to such data.



Zip rank Time series File size [B]
1 Earth 443nm 569
2 Earth 551nm 514
3 Earth 760nm 414
4 Jupiter 450.9nm 408
5 Jupiter 568.2nm 341
6 Jupiter 750.5nm 319

Table 2 Alternative Earth-Jupiter comparison based on zip compressibility.
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